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Abstract

Two studies were carried out with expert educational designers at Arthur Andersen and the Open University of the Netherlands to determine the priorities they say that employ when designing competence-based learning environments. Designers in a university context and in a business context agree almost completely on what principles they feel are important, the most important being that one should start a design enterprise from the needs of the learners, instead of the content structure of the learning domain. The main difference between the two groups is that university designers relate that they find it extremely important to consider alternative solutions during the whole design process; something that business designers report as being considerably less important. University designers say that they focus more on project plan and desired characteristics of the instructional blueprint whereas business designers report being more client-oriented, stressing the importance of “buying in” the client early in the process.
How Expert Designers Design

In both business training and higher professional education there is a clear shift towards competency-based learning to cope with fast technological and societal changes. Competencies can be construed as abilities that enable learners to recognize and define new problems in their domain of study and – future - work as well as solve these problems (Kirschner, van Vilsteren, Hummel, & Wigman, 1997). Acquired competencies enable learners to apply these skills and attitudes in a variety of situations (transfer) and over an unlimited time span (lifelong learning) (van Merriënboer, 1999).

Approaches to competency-based learning share a constructivist view on learning. Amongst other things, they stress independent learning in rich information environments, authentic learning tasks, and negotiation of meaning by taking multiple perspectives. Constructivism is not an approach to or model for instruction, but rather a philosophy of learning based on the idea that learners are active in constructing their own understanding of the world. It proves to be hard to make this “golden dream” operational: Most teachers and designers are struggling with the current paradigm shift from knowledge-oriented teaching to competency-based learning (Le Maistre, 1998; Moallem, 1998)

Gero (1997) states that “Given the large body of research design it is surprising how little we know about designing” (p. 61). Although prescriptive models for the design of competency-based learning environments are beginning to appear (e.g., van Merriënboer, 1997), no full-fledged, practical Instructional Design (ID) models are yet used by practitioners. Consequently, designers’ implicit cognitive strategies and rules-of-thumb heavily influence the design process (Rowland, 1995). While there have been a number of articles on what software designers do, or say that they do (e.g., Hooker, 1992; McPhee, 1997), this article is unique in that it is the start of
a project designed to find out what *instructional designers* actually do when designing *competency-based learning environments*. The results will be useful to a further development of ID-models. The main research questions are:

- How do instructional designers, in their own eyes and words, say that they design competency-based learning environments?
- Which cognitive strategies and heuristics (“rules of thumb”) affect the design process?
- How can this knowledge be used for improving Instructional Design models for competency-based learning?

This article begins with a discussion of constructivist design and design principles. Second, a review of studies on instructional design practices is presented, focusing on the actual use of instructional design strategies and heuristics by designers. Third, the preliminary findings of two empirical studies on design behaviors are presented. Both studies emphasized the design of *competency-based* learning environments. Finally, the discussion emphasizes the implications of our research findings for the further development of ID-models for competency-based learning.

**A Major Shift in Instructional Design**

In educational circles, designers are moving from cognitive, often rule based instructional design for efficient and effective teaching towards constructivist instructional design for competency-based learning. The problem is that this is not a question of adaptation of the design methodology used, but is a question of beginning anew.

The traditional cognitivist paradigm used by educational institutions is the teaching/learning paradigm. Curricula are subject matter oriented and are organized as such. They are divided into courses on specific areas of expertise, often the result of a combination of
historical factors (This was the way I learnt it), a clinical analysis of the – so-called – structure of a domain or discipline (This is the ‘objective’ hierarchy of the subject matter) and analysis of the expertise of the teachers (Professor X is an expert in …). The acquisition of learning is assessed through traditional assessment methods (knowledge tests, essay tests, individual term papers and theses, et cetera). Traditional designers first attempt to analyze content and prerequisites to identify a course sequence.

Constructivist designers “know” that content cannot be pre-specified. Although a certain amount of content may be available for students to use, they are encouraged to seek out as many alternate sources of knowledge as they can find to deepen their perspective of the topic they are working on. Here, the notion of situated learning is important. Students are encouraged to consider what practitioners in a particular (authentic) professional or working environment would do. Traditional theory focused on the typical learner and what he or she would know when the course was completed. A constructivist learner is not described. Instead, through metacognition, all learners are encouraged to reflect on how and what they are learning and how it fits into what they already know. Traditional theory specifies objectives for knowledge acquisition in advance. Constructivism attempts to identify the culture of a knowledge domain.

The synthesis or design phase of traditional instruction involves the design of a sequence and message to achieve specified performance objectives. Pre-specified content and objectives are not congruent with a constructivist worldview. Substituted for these activities would be: learning based on situated cognition in (electronic) learning environments that more or less mimic real world contexts; cognitive apprenticeship and modeling; and negotiation of meaning through collaborative learning emphasizing multiple perspectives of analysis. Another emphasis in constructivism is to make available an array of cognitive tools that can scaffold the learner
within this rich, sometimes confusing, environment. In electronic learning environments, this refers to computer-based tools.

*A beginning of an ID-model based on constructivism*

Some general aspects of designing education/educational environments according to constructivist theories (Wilson, Teslow & Osman-Jouchoux, 1995) are:

- **Apply a holistic/systemic design model that considers instructional factors (e.g., learner, task, setting) in increasing detail throughout the development process.** Rather than doing a learner or task analysis once early in the process, return to these factors and their interactions continuously through the project cycle (e.g., Wilson, Teslow, & Osman-Jouchoux, 1993).

- **Consider solutions that are closer to the performance context (e.g., job aids, just-in-time training, performance support systems).** This is consistent with situated models of cognition and with the notion of distributed cognition (Perkins, 1993).

- **Use objectives as heuristics to guide design.** Don't always insist on operational performance descriptions that may constrain the learners' goals and achievement. The 'intent' of instruction can be made clear by examining goal statements, learning activities, and assessment methods. Goals and objectives should be specific enough to serve as inputs to the design of assessments and instructional strategies.

- **Don't expect to capture the content in your goal or task analysis.** Content on paper is not the expertise in a practitioner's head. The best analysis always falls short of the mark. The only remedy is to design rich learning experiences where learners can pick up on their own the content missing between the gaps of analysis.
• Give priority to problem solving and constructing learning goals. Instead of rule following, emphasize problem solving (which incorporates rule following, but is not limited to it). Instead of simple recall tasks, let learners make sense out of material and demonstrate their understanding of it.

• Allow for multiple goals for different learners. Hypermedia and collaborative work learning environments almost - by definition - are designed to accommodate multiple learning goals. Even within traditional classrooms, technologies exist today for managing multiple learning goals (Collins, 1991).

• Consider teaching models based on the constructivist paradigm such as cognitive apprenticeship, minimalist training, intentional learning environments, and case- or story-based instruction. Seek out instructional strategies and systems that use authentic problems in collaborative, meaningful learning environments (see Wilson & Cole, 1991b).

• Consider strategies that provide multiple perspectives and that encourage the learner to exercise responsibility. Resist the temptation to "pre-package" everything. Let learners generate their own questions or presentation forms.

4C-ID design model for competency-based learning

An example of a comprehensive instructional design model that takes a cognitive-constructivist starting point and explicitly aims at the development of competency-based education is van Merrienboër’s four-component instructional design model (4C/ID; 1997). The model focuses on real-life tasks as the driving force for learning (cf., Clark & Estes, 1999; van Merriënboer & Kirschner, 2001). The general assumption is that such tasks help learners to integrate the knowledge, skills and attitudes necessary for effective task performance; give them the opportunity
to learn to coordinate constituent skills that make up complex task performance, and eventually enables them to transfer what is learned to their daily life or work settings. A basic assumption of the 4C/ID model is that environments for complex learning can be described in terms of the learning tasks, supportive information, just-in-time information, and part-task practice. Figure 1 shows a schematic view on the four components.

What the Literature Says that Instructional Designers Actually Do

It is now clear what the gurus of instructional design over the past eight decades say that instructional designers should do. But what do they actually do? There appears to be a clear difference between designing instruction as a practical activity and ID (Rowland, 1993). While ID-models often inspire designers, their activities typically don’t reflect the systematic, step-by-step approach as prescribed in traditional ID-models. Systemic, zigzag or even chaotic design activities can frequently be observed - especially for expert designers (Rowland, 1992). Krabbe (1998), in a study of what curriculum developers do, notes that standardization (the use of a method), professional practice and curriculum development are related to each other in such a way that tensions arise between the professional practices of curriculum designers and the standard methods that are available to them. Analog to this, a similar relationship may exist with respect to design of competency-based learning environments.

For design of competency-based learning environments based on constructivist assumptions no full-fledged ID-models are yet available. Especially for such design enterprises, implicit strategies and rules-of-thumb will heavily influence the design process (see, e.g.,
Rowland, 1995). Krabbe (1998) cites one of her subjects as follows: “Curriculum developers use creativity as an excuse not to use an instrument when carrying out their work”. We define creativity here as making use of one’s professional knowledge and skills ‘above and beyond’ the constraints of the model used to design learning environments. One of the main aims of this project is to find out what instructional designers actually do when designing competency-based learning environments. This will offer a first knowledge base that may help to develop empirical guidelines for the design of electronic, competency-based learning environments.

To provide a context for our study, we will provide an overview of instructional design followed by a review of the relevant studies of instructional design practice.

*What is instructional design?*

Instructional design (ID) comprises the ideas, plans and rules of what has to be done or could be done in order to develop instruction, that is, the explanations and assignments to promote learning and reach a learning outcome that is described in advance. Instruction is an activity intended to promote learning (i.e. the acquisition of knowledge, skills or attitudes). ID is not only a set of heuristic structures that give a solution to an instructional design problem, but the underlying theory of an ID-model should also describe the different types of knowledge and skills and how instructions influence the acquisition of knowledge and skills and how these are transferred for future use (Dijkstra et al, 1997).

There are two types of theories that are relevant to ID, namely descriptive theories and prescriptive theories. Descriptive theories help explain the results obtained from using a given method under certain conditions. They give the guidelines for an ID-model, as an instrument, that helps the designer with designing. Rowland refers to these theories as “explaining what designers do.” (Rowland, 1993) Prescriptive theories rely on continuous evaluation of their
application to improve both the ID-model and the underlying instructional theory. Rowland refers to these as “what designers should do.” (Rowland, 1993)

The goal of this study is to study design practice, especially the strategies and heuristics expert-designers say that they use. Rowland (Rowland, 1992) suggests that the ID literature generally discusses what designers should do (prescriptive), rather than reflecting upon empirically based studies of what designers actually do (descriptive). The exception would be a study by Kerr (1983) in which 26 instructional designers were given a design task and were interviewed afterward to determine what they actually did during the task. Results of this and other relevant studies will be discussed in the next section.

Currently, there are no full-fledged prescriptive ID-models available for the design of competency-based learning environments. This (descriptive) study of design practice can be an instrumental first step in providing an understanding of what designers of competency-based learning environments actually do.

The following section provides a review of the literature describing what designers do. First, we summarize the key findings of the literature over the past twenty years. Then, we review the results of design heuristics, a designer’s frame of reference and the strategies of Visscher-Voerman (Visscher-Voerman, 1999).

Review of the use of instructional design strategies

Designers differ in the amount of expertise they demonstrate (Le Maistre, 1998). There are differences in the design approach of novices versus experts (Rowland, 1992; Perez & Emery, 1995), but there is also a significant amount of variation between experts (Rowland, 1992). Designers who use prototypes and heuristic knowledge seem to have found an alternative to
carry out the steps present in complete prescriptive design models (Winer & Vazquez-Abad, 1995).

From the results of the descriptive studies of instructional designers (IDs), it is evident that instructional designers, in practice, design highly solution-driven, context-sensitive solutions through an iterative and integrative process. Rowland (1992), Visscher-Voerman, (1999), Pieters and Bergman (1995), and Perez and Emery (1995) agree that experts design in a solution-driven way. Le Maistre (Le Maistre, 1998) concludes that a more iterative design approach will be more productive in giving instructional designers the basic strategies needed for their practice. Rowland (Rowland, 1992) and Perez and Emery (Perez & Emery, 1995) describe the solution-driven strategy as one where experts, having explored the problem and interpreting it as ill-defined, first make use of solution ideas to constrain the analysis, and then make use of a variety of interventions such as experiences, templates and design principles for the problem solution. That it is an integrative process means that designers combine and incorporate various design activities at the same time. For example, designers simultaneously explore the solution while specifying the problem (Visscher-Voerman, 1999). Also, expert designers conduct repeated cycles of try-out and improvement as an iterative way of designing (Winer & Vasquez-Abad, 1995). These different approaches are not rule driven, but rather the result of a number of interacting factors in the direct design context which influence the kind of actions or choices designers make (Visscher-Voerman, 1999).

Further, instructional designers selectively choose ID-model prescriptions. In most design projects, deviations and discrepancies from the general instructional systems design model occur as design practitioners selectively follow ID-model prescriptions (Wedman & Tessmer, 1993). The amount of available time and money highly impacts which activities designers choose to
conduct or omit. Lack of time is the most reported reason for not completing a design activity (Wedman & Tessmer, 1993) with pilot testing and establishing the need for training most often being omitted. Winer and Vasquez-Abad (Winer & Vazquez-Abad, 1995) conclude that designers de-emphasize conducting a thorough analysis less (task analysis; needs assessment) while placing more emphasis on repeated cycles of tryout and improvement. Pieters and Bergman (Pieters & Bergman, 1995) conclude that these discrepancies from the general instructional systems design model relate to the practical context of working and that designers spend less time than strictly needed for prototype design and evaluation.

Instructional designers also emphasize the importance of communication with stakeholders and users. Pieters and Bergman (Pieters & Bergman, 1995) found that it is important to know how open stakeholders and users are to a variety of potential solutions. By doing this, designers can get an idea as to whether the implementation of a solution is feasible. In this context, Klimczak and Wedman (Klimczak & Wedman, 1997) advise designers to be sensitive to the possibility that they do not share the same priorities as other stakeholders, such as teachers/trainers, sponsors and learners.

Instructional designers differ in expert performance. The descriptions of expert-characteristics given by Chi (Chi et al, 1988), Shanteau (Shanteau, 1992), and Le Maistre (Le Maistre, 1998) suggest that some instructional designers may be characterized as expert. As such they make use of expert characteristics such as superior content knowledge, ability to simplify complex problems, ability to handle adversity, constant adjustment of decisions, and decomposition of a problem into manageable parts.

Finally, the instructional designers’ theoretical background (or frame of reference) influences the design process and solution. Based on an in-depth case study of 24 designers,
Visscher-Voerman (Visscher-Voerman, 1999) determined that this frame of reference influences the way of designing and focuses the instructional designers’ approach. Her research question was “What design strategies do professional high-reputation designers use in practice in various training and education contexts?” The designers were, in her approach, defined as the case and the unit of analysis. Interviewing designers about their design approach by focusing on a project recently finished was used as a way to invite them to illustrate and embed their statements in a concrete document. Her dissertation resulted in a framework including four design paradigms of professionals, recommended design principles, and a discussion of promising design strategies.

Designers’ heuristics according to Visscher-Voerman

Visscher-Voerman (Visscher-Voerman, 1999) distilled 16 design principles from her case analyses (see Table 1). She then reduced this number to the 11 principles where there was at least a 75% positive agreement of the expert-designers (the non-shaded principles). In our empirical study – described in the following section - the full list of 16 was used.

The 11 remaining design principles correspond largely to the strategies found in the other literature. Pieters and Bergman (Pieters & Bergman, 1995) recognize that designers should have consideration for stakeholders and users. Visscher-Voerman also emphasizes that designers should not forget the important role and influence of clients, users and other stakeholders early in and during the design process and use their tactics to involve them. (see principle 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9). In principle 6, she advises the re-use of design products, for example by showing earlier products as a tactic to explain and a helpful means to participate, or to reach consensus, or create ownership with stakeholders.
Summary of Research Findings

Table 2 presents a summary of published research on how instructional designers design.

From an analysis of the research we can conclude that instructional designers:

• thoroughly explore and interpret the problem,

• consider a wide range of possible solutions and a wide range of factors, combining them and use context knowledge,

• should take more time for prototyping and evaluation,

• use a highly interactive and collaborative design approach (cooperation with stakeholders) (goal is anticipate on implementation and reach consensus),

• view designing as a social process and find it important to communicate with users and stakeholders,

• believe that areas as availability of tangible resources, implementation support and training strategies contribute to project success,

• differ in amount of expertise and in expert performance, and

• contribute in some- not clarified- way to project success.
Empirical Study of Expert Designers

Experiment 1

A first, qualitative empirical study with expert designers was carried out to determine the priorities of expert designers and what they report to be their actual approach to design.

Method

Participants. Participants are expert instructional designers ($N=15$) from the Open University of the Netherlands (OUNL; $N=9$) and Arthur Andersen ($N=6$). The OUNL is a distance education institution dedicated to competence based university education. It is known for both its high quality educational materials and its innovative approach to education and its design.

Arthur Andersen, at the time this research was being carried out, was a leading global professional services firm that helped clients find ways to create, manage and measure value and to succeed in the new economy. The Andersen Learning and Personal Growth organization was the firm's resource for learning, education and performance enhancement and support.

Materials. The participants were required to determine their top three design principles from the Visscher-Voerman list of 16 design principles. The exact task was to determine the design principles “that are most important to the success of a design project”. After having done this, they were required to determine from that same list their top three design principles that “need the most improvement”.

Procedure. The research took place in Heerlen, The Netherlands. The participants, located in Heerlen, The Netherlands and St. Charles, IL, USA worked independently of each other to evaluate the design principles. After having done this, the rating sheets were collected and the results were tabulated. Finally, the results were discussed to eliminate misconceptions.
The discussion was carried out with the aid of real-time videoconferencing. One of the researchers moderated the experiment.

Results and Discussion

Table 3 gives the results with respect to design principles that the expert designers say (1) are most important to the success of a design project and (2) need the most improvement. Responses were shared from the OUNL and Arthur Andersen. The numbers correspond to the Sixteen Design Principles listed in Table 1.

The first conclusion that can be drawn from this experiment is that the expert designers in this study are in agreement with those in the Visscher-Voerman study with respect to the design principles. Of the principles found to be either important or needing improvement, only two were on the list of discarded principles from Visscher-Voerman (principles 4 and 8) and these were only named by the designers at the OUNL, many of whom are not only active as designers but also as researchers.

With respect to the designers at the OUNL, most consider principles 13 and 5 (starting from learner needs and consideration of alternative possible solutions) to be the most important. The remaining five important principles (1, 2, 3, 4, 7) pertain to a split between the process (prototyping, phasing) and respect for the needs of the stakeholders. Interesting here is that of the principles found to be most important according to the participants, three also need the most improvement according to them (3, 4, 13).
With respect to the designers at Arthur Andersen, four principles are given as being most important (1, 3, 7, 13). Specifically, the designers at Arthur Andersen felt it was critical to gain buy in from clients through the early sharing of prototypes. Further, they believed that starting with the needs of the learners was critical to creating an effective learning solution. Interesting also at Arthur Andersen, as was the case at the OUNL, two of the four principles judged to be most important also are said to need improvement (7 and 13).

With respect to the total group, both Arthur Andersen and the OUNL agree almost completely with respect to what principles are important, namely principles 1, 2, 3, 7, and 13. The only principle on which they did not agree was also the most important principle according to the OUNL participants, namely the search for alternative solutions (principle 5). This difference could be the result of a combination of factors, namely that OUNL designers are also often researchers and the OUNL is not a commercial institution so that deadlines are never very ‘hard’ and thus divergence is more possible than at an institution such as Arthur Andersen. With respect to what principles need improvement, the two institutions are also fairly well in agreement.

Experiment 2

Method

Participants. The participant were the same as in Experiment 1: expert instructional designers (N=15) from the Open University of the Netherlands (OUNL; N=9) and Arthur Andersen (N=6).

Materials. The design task was to make a preliminary design for a post-graduate program in environmental consulting for a consulting firm. The designers were supplied with a three page description of the task with respect to (1) a description of the field of environmental consultancy,
(2) the high level generic competencies of an environmental consultant, (3) the goal of the consulting firm with respect to their need for training/education of their staff and (4) a competency map for the program. The competency map consisted of three units of competence (Acquisition, Project Planning, Project Supervision) with their constituent elements of the competence and performance criteria. An example of an element from the competence unit ‘Acquisition’ is “Stay on top of new developments in the content field, particularly those that concern the firm’s core competencies.” An example of a performance criterion for this element is: “Report (for instance to the firm's knowledge management system) new developments in the environmental field, particularly those in his own area of expertise.” The competency map could be read in the following way: “A person competent with respect to <unit of competence>, has to <element>; a person who is able to <element>, will <performance criterion>.”

For the design activity, the teams made use of an Action-Object Worksheet to outline the steps that the team would take to design a course. An action refers to something that designer would do to design the course; an object refers to something the designer would use to complete that particular action. As an example for the action: “Review data about students’ performance to understand their skill/knowledge level”, the defined objects were: “student SAT scores” and “student GPAs”. After completion of the task, the design teams were required to present their top two actions to the group (with an explanation) and hand in their complete Worksheets.

One of the major reasons why this object-action approach was chosen and why we made use of a paper and pencil Object-Action Worksheet is that this approach forms the precursor of an electronic version of such an instrument which in development at the OUNL and that will be used for the same purpose in the future. This instrument will eventually yield a multi-level representation of designers’ cognitive goals as action-object pairs, or, a layered representation of
object-action matrices (Elkerton & Palmiter, 1991). For instance, cognitive goals at the highest level are represented by the actions ‘explore’, ‘analyze’ and ‘design’ and the objects ‘target group’, ‘context’, and ‘task’. At the second level, each cell is further specified in a lower-level action-object matrix, et cetera. Thus, the tool allows us to specify all “action-object” combinations used by the designers as well as the order in which particular combinations are used.

Procedure. The participants were divided into design teams of two or three persons each (OUNL, 3 teams; Arthur Andersen, 2 teams). The teams were given 90 minutes to carry out the design task described above.

Results and Discussion

Although designers at the two institutions were fairly unanimous about what they consider to be the principles involved in good design (the theory), the way they approached the design task showed a definite difference between the institutions. The OUNL first carefully mapped out the task by conducting a task analysis of expert environmental consultants. Team 1 chose to first carry out a detailed task analysis (mapping the systematic approaches to problem solving used by experts) followed by the generation of learning tasks. Team 2 chose the same beginning, namely making an inventory of the tasks an expert normally carries out (but with a novel approach, namely the Woolgar and Latour (1975) technique of anthropological study of expert environment consultants) followed by the generation of learning tasks with their concomitant assessment criteria. Team 3 stated that their first step would be the production of a project plan for approval by the client, but in order to produce this plan, the designer would need to define the problem, analyze the population, determine discrepancies in terms of knowledge / skills, list constraints, and globally sequence the learning tasks.
Arthur Andersen took a more client-oriented approach, first gaining “buy-in” from the client up front, showing examples of successful projects as concrete examples. Team 4 chose to first do a general needs-assessment, followed by the creation of a buy-in from key stakeholder of work yet to be performed. Their approach to the needs-assessment entailed first acting as a detective (beginning with a hunch / hypothesis and then validating straw man), and then discussing / burning / adapting the straw man based upon focus groups and observation. In order to create a buy-in, they chose to treat the sponsors and stakeholders as novice designers by showing them what is successful / what works and then confronting them with examples of other possibilities and models. Team 5 took a slightly more analytical approach, opting for the determination of best practice (complex, non-recurrent competencies) within organizational policy (how are things addressed within the organizational infrastructure) to arrive at an objective or competency map. This would then be followed by a target audience analysis via interviews and focus groups.

**General Discussion**

While competency-based education is becoming more and more popular, neither descriptive nor prescriptive instructional design models focusing on this type of instruction have yet been fully developed. The main purpose of the research reported in this article was to make a first step towards determining how competency-based education actually is developed and which strategies and heuristics experienced designers use. This approach (of first determining what designers say that they do, and then determining what they actually do with the help of an automated Object-Action instrument) will hopefully provide useful input for the further development of dedicated ID-models and tools for designing and developing competency-based learning environments. Although constructivism is consistent with new types of learning, there
are no full-fledged, constructivist design models available. This is true for prescriptive models as well as descriptive models; that is, we know very little about how designers actually develop competency-based instruction according to a (social) constructivist framework.

Previous research on how designers actually design was reviewed in the beginning of this article. This research has shown that designers (1) design in an iterative fashion highly solution-driven, context-sensitive solutions, (2) make a very selective choice of ID-model prescriptions, (3) emphasize the importance of communication with stakeholders and users, (4) greatly differ in expert performance, and (5) are influenced by their theoretical background or frame of reference. In addition, 16 heuristics or design principles that were identified by Visscher-Voerman (1999) were briefly reviewed. Overall, the studies indicated that there is a clear gap between the ID process as described in prescriptive instructional design models and the process as it is performed in the real world. Here, it should be noted that these studies mainly compared instructional design behaviors with prescriptive ID-models that were rooted in a behaviorist or cognitivist tradition.

In contrast, our empirical studies pertained to professional designers who develop competency-based education within a constructivist framework. But roughly speaking, their design strategies were in agreement with those described by Visscher-Voerman (1999). Furthermore, professional designers in a university context and in a business context agree almost completely with respect to what principles are important, the most important heuristic stating that one should start a design enterprise from the needs of the learners, instead of the content-based structure of the learning domain. The main difference between the two groups is that designers at a university find it extremely important to consider alternative solutions during the whole design process; something that is not rated as being important by designers in a
business context. This difference might be well explained as a cultural difference between academia and business. In the second experiment, the differences between the two contexts became even more obvious. University designers tended to focus on the project plan and the desired characteristics of the instructional blueprint; business designers were much more client-oriented and stressed the importance of “buying in” the client early in the process.

Major limitations of our studies concern their generalizability. First, this concerns our target groups. The university designers and business designers not only operated in other contexts (university vs. business), but also in other countries. While the way instructional designers are educated is very similar between the United States and the Netherlands, with the same instructional theories and models taught in the major educational ID programs, our findings may nevertheless have been influenced by cultural differences between both countries. Furthermore, one may wonder if our findings may be generalized to design tasks that not concern competency-based education, are of a longer duration, or are in other respects different from the tasks used in the current studies.

Future research should thus clearly aim at a replication of our findings for other groups of designers than used in this study (e.g., European business designers, United States university designers); design tasks that are not directed towards competency-based education (e.g., for dual learning, distance teaching, etc.), and tasks of a longer duration that not only include analysis and design, but also development of materials, implementation and evaluation. Furthermore, a more complete model of design activities that are relevant for competency-based education would allow researchers not only to focus on what designers do, but also on what they not do, that is, how they prioritize. Eventually, future research should develop detailed—descriptive and prescriptive—models of how instructional designers set priorities for complex design projects.
The data that have been gathered in our experiments are currently being analyzed further. A top-down, breadth-first expansion of methods and goals (as known from the action-object matrices) has been made. High-level methods that designers use to decompose the initial design task into a sequence of subtasks have been identified; intermediate methods that describe the sequence of functions necessary to complete a subtask, and low level methods that generate the actual actions necessary to perform a function have been identified. Some methods pop up that - a majority of - designers say that they use to reach particular goals in the design of authentic learning tasks and support structures in competency-based learning environments. These methods will form the basis for an ID-model that is directed toward the development of competency-based education. The present study indicated clear differences between what designers actually do and what they “should” do according to current design methodologies, as well as differences between university designers and business designers. It is thus clear that a useful design model for competency-based education should take contextual differences and designers’ priorities into account in order to profitably help to design effective and appealing learning environments.
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*Figure 1.* The relationship between standardization, professional practice and curriculum development.

*Figure 2.* A schematic representation of blueprints developed according to the 4C/ID model.
Learning tasks
• concrete, authentic whole-task experiences
• organized in simple-to-complex task classes, i.e., categories of equivalent learning tasks
• learning tasks within the same task class start with high build-in learner support, which disappears at the end of the task class (i.e., a process of "scaffolding")
• learning tasks within the same task class show high variability

Supportive information
• supports the learning and performance of non-recurrent aspects of learning tasks
• consists of mental models, cognitive strategies and cognitive feedback
• is specified per task class
• is always available to the learners

part-task practice
• provides additional practice for selected recurrent constituent skill in order to reach required level of automaticity
• organized in part-task practice sessions, which are best intermixed with learning tasks
• snowballing and REP-sequences might be applied for complex rule sets
• practice items are divergent for all situations that underlying rules can deal with

JIT information
• prerequisite to the learning and performance of recurrent aspects of learning tasks or practice items
• consists of information displays, demonstrations and instances and corrective feedback
• is specified per recurrent constituent skill
• presented when needed and quickly fades away as learners acquire expertise
Table 1. Sixteen design principles from Visscher-Voerman (1999)

1. Designers should make a prototype in an early stage of the design process.
2. Designers should split the design process into phases with formal decision moments and concrete products, and should only plan the upcoming phase in detail.
3. During the design process, designers should pay as much attention to creating ownership with clients and stakeholders, as to reaching theoretical or internal quality of the design.
4. Designers should base their work in scientific knowledge and principles as much as possible.
5. Even if designers have a clear idea for the (potential) solution at the start of the process, consideration of possible alternative solutions is essential.
6. Designers should not only ask clients and (future) users for content-related input, but should also give them the right to decide about the design itself.
7. A useful means to help clients, partners, and other stakeholders to choose a solution and to formulate product specifications is by showing products from former projects.
8. In order to clarify product specifications, designers should spend their time on carefully planned formative evaluations of early versions of a prototype, rather than on an elaborate preliminary analysis.
9. Designers should share the responsibility for creating favorable conditions for the implementation of a design.
10. For efficient and effective formative evaluations, several (about three) sources and several (about three) data gathering instruments should be used.
11. The creativity and artistic skills of the designer should be clearly visible in the final product.
12. Designers should ask those with an important role in the development and implementation for their early participation in the design activity.
13. While making an educational design, designers should start from the needs of the learners, rather than from the content-based structure.
14. Designers should conduct formative evaluations themselves.
15. Successful design is served by the use of step-by-step schemes and design models, provided that they are adapted.
16. An essential part of the analysis phase is a consideration of possible pitfalls and problems during the design and implementation phases.
### Table 2. Review of research describing instructional design practice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Researchers</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Key Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Kerr (1983)   | To determine:                                                               | N=26 Novice instructional designers                                    | • 69% of novice designers selected from more than one possible design solution  
• 38% used their own experience to determine which candidate design solution was best  
• The most common constraint mentioned by novice designers is Difficulties in specifying objectives/outcomes (35%)  
• 54% determined a stopping point in the design process when all objectives were dealt with |
|               | • the prevalence of initial generation of more than one possible design solution  
• the basis on which candidate solutions were accepted or rejected  
• the constraints encountered in proceeding with the design  
• the way in which designers knew that they were finished with the design | Graduate students completed a design task and were interviewed afterward about their process and decisions |                                                                                                                                          |
| Le Maistre (1998) | • To identify differences in novice and expert thinking                    | N=2 (1 expert and 1 novice designer)                                    | Expert designers:  
• have a rich, well organized knowledge base of instructional design  
• represent problems at a deep level  
• perform extensive front-end analysis  
• search the problem space rapidly and efficiently  
• have excellent self-monitoring skills  
Note: Results were compared to and confirmed a study of expertise by Glaser and Chi (1988) |
| Perez & Emery (1995) | • To identify differences in novice and expert thinking  
• To describe a cognitive model of design | N=4 expert designers who were extensively interviewed  
N=9 designers who were asked to think aloud during a design activity | Novices and experts use divergent design paths  
Experts spend more time exploring the problem  
Novices identify the design problem  
Experts interpret the design problem  
Experts consider a wide range of factors in combination with one another |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pieters & Bergman (1995) | • To determine which activities are practiced by designers  
• To determine amount of prescriptions and intuition used | N=35 graduates from University of Twente, The Netherlands  
• Survey distributed to 120 current practitioners 35 responded | • Deviations and discrepancies of the general Instructional Systems Design model occur  
• Discrepancies relate to practical context of working  
• Less time than needed for prototype design and evaluation  
• Integrated design with fluid boundaries between phases and activities within phases follow an iterative process  
• Designers should realize in advance how open intended users or other stakeholders are to a variety of potential solutions |
| Rowland (1992)   | • Determine what happens during instructional design  
• Determine differences between expert vs. novice | N=8 novice and expert designers  
• Think-aloud during a design activity | **Novice** designers:  
• interpret the problem as well-defined  
• make little analysis  
• quickly move to solution generation  
• use instruction for solution  
• use learner-experiences as internal resources  
• make decisions based on single, local factors  
**Expert** designers:  
• interpret a problem as ill-defined  
• make a lengthy analysis  
• use solution ideas to constrain analysis  
• use a variety of interventions for the solution  
• use experiences, templates and design principles as internal resources  
• base decisions on multiple, global factors  
• do not delay solution attempts (80% rule) |
| Visscher-Voerman (1999) | • To describe strategies that designers use in practice  
• To specify why they deviate from their general project approach | N=24 expert designers  
• Interviews were conducted | **Expert** designers:  
• commonly use examples from previous projects  
• perceive evaluation activities to be important  
• develop from an implementation perspective |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Wedman & Tessmer (1993)      | To determine if and how designers include design activities in projects     | - Design practitioners selectively follow ID-model prescriptions  
- Lack of time and money is most often the reason for not completing a design activity  
- Activities of pilot testing and establishing need for training are most often omitted  
- Call for increased use of pilot testing |
| Winer & Vasquez-Abad (1995)  | To determine amount of selective use of ID activities and factors influencing selective use | - Designers perform more frequently those design steps judged as most important  
- Prototyping is emerging as an alternative to development of complete prescriptive models  
- Less emphasis on conducting thorough analyses (task analysis, needs assessment) more emphasis on repeated cycles of tryout and improvement  
- Designers are moving toward the design of learner-centered learning environments |
Table 3. Most important and improvable design principles (in approximate order of importance)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Importance</th>
<th>OUNL</th>
<th>Arthur Andersen</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Important</td>
<td>13, 5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 7</td>
<td>1, 3, 7, 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needs Improvement</td>
<td>3, 4, 13,</td>
<td>5, 7, 13, 16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

_Underline_ = Requires immediate attention to improve (most important and needs improvement)
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